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Abstract: Induced representation method and Mackey theorem on symmetrized squares were applied to construct zero-
total-momentum two-electron states in solids, corresponding to Cooper pairs in unconventional superconductors. In this 
approach the structure of two-electron states depends on the position of one-electron wave vector in a single-electron 
Brillouin zone. It is shown, that the decomposition of total two-electron basis set results in repeating multidimensional 
irreducible representations. It is obtained, that in order to label repeating irreducible representation two additional 
quantum numbers are required: irreducible representation of wave vector group for symmetry planes and directions and 
quantum numbers on an intermediate group for a general point in a Brillouin zone. Theoretical results are applied to 
unconventional superconductors UPt3 and Sr2RuO4.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Many of experimental results on unconventional 
superconductors are connected with the symmetry and 
the nodal structure of SOP (superconducting order 
parameter) [1-4], which was considered making use of 
point-group and space-group approaches. In Ginzburg-
Landau theory of superconductivity SOP is considered 
to be identical with the wavefunction of a Cooper pair 
[5]. In the present work we will use the term pair or 
Cooper pair for two-electron states in solids, and the 
term SOP for experimental data on superconductors or 
their model representation. The main symmetry 
requirement for a Cooper pair is its zero total 
momentum. Hence, it follows that in general case two 
electrons in a Cooper pair have opposite k- vectors. 
According to Pauli Exclusion Principle, spatial parts of 
singlet and triplet pairs for k- a general point in a 
Brillouin zone may be represented by two following 
formulae: 

  ! k
s ="k (r1)"#k (r2 )+"k (r2 )"#k (r1)          (1) 

  ! k
t ="k (r1)"#k (r2 )#"k (r2 )"#k (r1)          (2) 

It was shown, that for a general k- vector spatial 
part of singlet pair is even and that of triplet pair is odd 
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[6]. In a point group approach [6-9] the basis functions 
for Cooper pair were constructed making use of 
polynomial functions belonging to IRs (irreducible 
representations) of point groups. It was shown, that the 
results of this approach are ambiguous, since they 
depend on the choice of basis functions [10]. 
Nevertheless these functions are useful for the 
representation of experimental data on SOP.  

In a strong spin-orbit coupling the SOP of triplet 
superconductors is represented as a direct product of 
spin-triplet function and a vector representing spatial 
part of Cooper pair wavefunction in k-space. For 
example, Balian-Werthamer [11] state for triplet 3He 
state, corresponding to isotropic gap, is written as:  

   
d k( ) = x̂ kx + ŷky + ẑkz           (3) 

where x̂ , ŷ  and ẑ  stand for three components of 
triplet spin and ik  stand for the three components of 
the wave vector in isotropic space. Note, that in the 
case of crystal solids this representation is model, 
since exact wavefunctions in solids are represented by 
the stars of k-vector [12-14]. 

Experimental nodal structures of SOP of 
unconventional superconductors UPt3, and Sr2RuO4 
are quite complex. The anisotropy and temperature 
dependence of the magnetic field penetration in the 
muon spin relaxation experiments indicate that the gap 
in UPt3 (point group D6h) has both line of nodes in the 
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basal plane and axial point nodes. Following model 
functions were proposed to fit experimental results for 
UPt3 [15]:  
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It was obtained that the anisotropy and the 
anomalies in the temperature dependence of the 
transverse ultrasound attenuation is explained only by 
an E2u order parameter [16].  

Basis functions for Sr2RuO4 (point group D4h) 
include   x̂  and   ŷ  spin components for one-dimensional 
IRs and ẑ  spin component for two-dimensional IRs 
[17]. For example, B2u and Eu functions are written as 
[17]: 

  
!(B2u ) = x̂ky + ŷkx           (6) 

  
!(Eu ) = ẑ kx ± iky( )           (7) 

A more broad set of model functions for the SOP of 
Sr2RuO4 is presented in a review [18].  

An alternative approach (i.e. a space-group 
approach) to the wavefunction of a Cooper pair [19-30] 
is based on the exact symmetry of one electron states 
in solids [12-14] and Mackey theorem on symmetrized 
squares [31], which was adopted to space groups by 
Bradley and Davies [32]. In the present work the 
equations for construction of two-electron states in 
solids possessing exact permutation and spatial 
symmetry are presented. Particular emphasis has been 
placed on complete symmetry classification of two 
electron states by additional physical quantum 
numbers. It is shown, that there are three essential 
quantum numbers for Cooper pairs: the labels of IRs of 
k-vector group H, IRs space group G at Γ- point and 
IRs of intermediate group F. The examples of 
application of the technique to unconventional 
superconductors UPt3 and Sr2RuO4 are considered. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In present work the induced representation method 
[13, 14] and Mackey theorem on symmetrized squares 
[31, 32] were used to construct exact two-electron 

states in solids. It was shown that direct application of 
Mackey theorem to one-electron states results in 
Cooper pair wavefunction [19]. 

The one-electron functions in solid state belong the 
IRs which are defined by the k-vector group H (little 
group) and its IRs Dk (small IRs). Let there be a left 
coset decomposition of a space group G with respect 
to H: 

 
G = si H

i
!            (8) 

Then the induced representation, defined by 
following formula is an IR of the space group G [12-14]: 

  
Dk ! G(g)i" , jµ = Dk (gi

#1gg j )" ,$% (gi
#1gg j , H )         (9) 

Where: 

  

! (gi
"1gg j , H ) =

1,  if gi
"1gg j #H  

0,  if gi
"1gg j $H

%
&
'

('
      (10)  

According to general rules of quantum mechanics 
the wavefunction of two fermions is a direct 
(Kronecker) square of single-electron states. For two 
equivalent fermions the Kronecker square is 
decomposed into symmetrized and antisymmetrized 
parts which are combined with singlet and triplet spin 
parts respectively.  

To envisage the structure of Kronecher square of 
induced representation one needs the double coset 
decomposition of the space group G with respect to the 
wave vector group H: 

 
G = Hd!

!
" H          (11) 

For each double coset we consider a group 

   M! = H ! d! Hd!
"1  and its representation given by the 

formula:  

  P! = Dk (m)" Dk (d!
#1md! )        (12) 

Note, that  M!  is the intersection of little groups of 

vectors  k and  k! = d! k . The wave vector of the 

representation P!  is given by the relation: 

 k + d! k = k! + b          (13) 

Where b is a vector of reciprocal lattice. The actual 
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procedure of symmetrization (antisymmetrization) 
depends on the type of double coset in (11). The self-
inverse double coset coincides with double coset, 
defined by the inverse element, i.e.: 

  Hd! H = Hd!
"1H          (14) 

For self-inverse double coset there are two 
possibilities to extend representation (12) on the 
extended group  

!M! = M! + aM! , whose characters are 
as follows:  

  
! P"

+( ) = ! Dk (amam)( )         (15) 

  
! P"

#( ) = ! Dk (amam)( )         (16) 

Where   a = d!h1 = h2d! ,   h1,  h2 "H  

According to Mackey theorem [31] the symmetrized 
(square brackets) and antisymmetrized (curly brackets) 
parts of Kronecker square are given by two formulae 
respectively: 

 
Dk ! G " Dk ! G#$ %& = Dk " Dk#$ %& ! G + P'

+

'
( ! G + P)

)
( ! G

           (17) 

 
Dk ! G " Dk ! G{ } = Dk " Dk{ }! G + P#

$

#
% ! G + P&

&
% ! G

           (18) 

First items in r.h.s. of (17) and (18) correspond to 
double coset, defined by the identity element. This may 
take place in the center of a Brillouin zone (k=0) and at 
some points at the surface of a Brillouin zone (k=b/2). 
In these cases the symmetrization is fulfilled by 
standard group theoretical methods. In the case of 
nonsymmorphic space groups the formula for 
symmetrized and antisymmetrized characters 
respectively are written as: 

  
! Dk (h)" Dk (h)#$ %& =

! 2(Dk (h))+' (h,h)! Dk (h2 )( )
2

     (19) 

  
! Dk (h)" Dk (h){ } = ! 2(Dk (h))#$ (h,h)! Dk (h2 )( )

2
     (20) 

Where multipliers ω(h,h) belong to a factor system of 
projective representation [12]. It was shown [28] that for 
nonsymmorphic space groups direct connection 
between multiplicity and parity of a Cooper pair 
wavefunction [6-9] may be violated.  

The sums in second items in r.h.s. of (17) and (18) 
run over self-inverse double cosets. For k a general 
point in a Brillouin zone the self-inverse double coset, 
defined by space inversion corresponds to Cooper 
pairing. In the case of superconductors without 
inversion center for the plane of symmetry one can use 
180o rotation about the axis perpendicular to this plane 
to construct pair wavefunction. 

The last sums in r.h.s. of (17) and (18) run over not 
self-inverse double cosets, i.e. 

  
Hd! H " Hd!

#1H . In this 
case possible spatial symmetries of singlet and triplet 
two-electron states are the same. These eventual two-
electron states are not related to the Cooper pairs. 

For k a general point in a Brilluin zone formulas 
(12), (15) and (16) result in IRs Ag and Au of group   

!M!  
for symmetrized and antisymmetrized squares 
respectively. Hence it follows that in agreement with [6] 
all even IRs are possible for singlet pairs and all odd 
IRs are possible for triplet pairs. Making use of 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem (see e.g. [14]) one 
obtains that the frequency of appearance of each 
representation equals to its dimension. Therefore it 
follows from Mackey theorem, that two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional IRs appear twice and thrice 
respectively, and their basis functions are not defined 
uniquely. In this case one can choose additional 
quantum numbers, corresponding to the IRs of some 
intermediate subgroup [29].  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

At the planes of symmetry inside the Brillouin zone 
one-electron wave functions are characterized by 
intrinsic quantum number – the label of IR of group Cs, 
consisting of identity element and plane reflection. The 
analysis for the planes of symmetry is presented in 
Table 1.  

Table 1: Possible Symmetries of Singlet and Triplet 
Two-Electron States at the Planes of Symmetry 
Perpendicular to Quantization Z-Axis 

 E σh I C2 IR 

 Singlet  PI
+  1 1 1 1 Ag 

Triplet, spineless PI
!  1 1 -1 -1 Bu 

Triplet OSP
 
Ag ! P"

#  1 1 -1 -1 Bu 

Triplet ESP
 
Bg ! PI

"  1 -1 -1 1 Au 

 
Results of calculations according to Mackey 

theorem on the symmetry planes do not depend on the 
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intrinsic quantum number. It is seen from Table 1, that 
IR Bg is absent for singlet pair and IR Au is absent for 
triplet case. It is clear, that further induction into the 
whole group will result not all even IRs for singlet case 
and not all odd IRs for triplet case. The intersection of 
any symmetry plane with Fermi surface results a line. If 
IR responsible for Cooper pairing is forbidden on the 
plane, there is a line of nodes of SOP. Hence it follows 
that some lines of nodes follow from Mackey theorem. 
Triplet spin is usually considered within the point group. 
To obtain the total wavefunction of a Cooper pair one 
can use the following theorem of induced 
representation method: 

 
! " Dk # G( ) = ! $ H( )" Dk%& '( # G       (21) 

where Γ is IR of G, corresponding to spin wavefunction. 

Let us consider D4h group and a symmetry plane 
perpendicular to spin quantization z- axis. In this case 
triplet spin function splits into Eg, (basis functions   x̂  
and   ŷ ) corresponding to ESP (equal spin pairing) 
states and A2g corresponding to OSP (opposite spin 
pairing) states. When reducing according to formula 
(21) Eg and A2g to the subgroup    

!M ! = C2h , we obtain 
2Bg and Ag respectively.  

It seen from Table 1 that all odd IRs of C2h group 
are possible for total wavefunction of a Cooper pair. 
Consequently there are no symmetry limitations on odd 
IRs of the whole group at this plane. This statement 
corresponds to Blount theorem [7]. However, it is 
natural to expect that only one type of pairs, say OSP, 
exists at superconductor under consideration. In this 
case triplet OSP pairs of Au symmetry on the plane are 
forbidden and some odd IRs of the whole group will 
have nodes at this plane. Thus it was shown, that some 
violations of Blount theorem [7] appear due to axial 

symmetry reduction, which splits three-dimensional 
spin function into one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
parts. Note that we considered group theoretical lines 
of nodes only, but in general case some physical 
reasons for the lines of nodes of triplet SOP may also 
exist. 

Table 2 shows possible symmetries of triplet pairs in 
D4h symmetry for the planes and directions in k-space 
in three approximations: spineless, OSP and ESP for 
quantization on z-axis. On the planes of symmetry the 
wave vector group includes a reflection operation and 
one-electron wavefunction acquires a label A or A’. In 
the case of Sr2RuO4 the solid state wavefunction may 
be represented as projections of atomic wavefunctions 
on IRs of the space group. In this approach the intrinsic 
quantum number on the planes of symmetry becomes 
very essential. The 

  
d

z2  functions are symmetrical and 

are projected on  A! G  only. The reflection in diagonal 
plane changes the sign of 

  
d

x2! y2   and this function is 

projected on  !A " G  on diagonal planes and on  A! G  
on coordinate planes. Similarly, atomic function xyd is 

projected on  !A " G  on coordinate plane and on 
 A! G on diagonal plane.  

Let us consider as an example the results for triplet 
pairs in spineless case, i.e. when the pair is 
constructed according to Pauli exclusion principle case, 
but the spin wavefunction is not taken into account It is 
seen from Table 2, that on the planes the symmetry of 
pair doesn’t depend on the intrinsic quantum number 
( A  or  !A ), but nevertheless this quantum number is 
the important characteristic of the electrons in a Cooper 
pair. On vertical coordinate planes IRs A1u and B1u are 
forbidden, on vertical diagonal planes IRs A1u and B2u 
are forbidden and on basal plane all one-dimensional 
IRs are forbidden. It should be noted, that for k a 
general point in a Brillouin zone IR Eu appears twice in 

Table 2: Symmetry of Triplet pairs in D4h Symmetry 

Planes IR of H Spinless OSP ESP 

[100],[010] A, A′ A2u, B2u, Eu A1u, B1u, Eu 2Eu+A1u+A2u+B1u+B2u 

[110],[-110] A, A′ A2u, B1u, Eu A1u, B2u, Eu 2Eu+A1u+A2u+B1u+B2u 

[001] A, A′ 2Eu 2Eu 2(A1u+A2u+B1u+B2u) 

directions     

[001] A1, A2, B1, B2 A2u A1u Eu 

[001] E A2g+A2u+B1u+B2u A1g+A1u+B1u+B2u Eg+3Eu 

[100]  A1, A2, B1, B2 Eu Eu A1u+A2u+B1u+B2u 

[110] A1, A2, B1, B2 Eu Eu A1u+A2u+B1u+B2u 
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the decomposition of the whole two-electron basis, but 
on vertical planes of symmetry IR Eu appears only 
ones. Going over to the vertical symmetry axis we see 
that the result depends on the label of IR in one-
electron space. It is interesting to note that on C4v axis 
for two-dimensional small IR E, one even IR A2g 
appears for triplet pairs in addition to three odd IRs A2u, 
B1u and B2u.  

Since two-dimensional IR Eu appears twice in total 
basis decomposition in general k-point, its basis set is 
not unique. Complete classification of basis for 
multidimensional IRs may be done making use of 
transitivity of induction theorem [14, 29], which means 
that the two ways of induction of IR Pk from a subgroup 
M directly into G and via an intermediate subgroup F, 
result in equivalent representations: 

 
Pk ! G " Pk ! F( )! G         (22) 

The induced representation in the left hand side of 
(22) is decomposed onto the IRs Γq of the whole group: 

 
Pk ! G = fkq"

q

q
#         (23) 

The decomposition in the r.h.s. of (22) consists of 
two steps. The decomposition for the first induction is 
written as:  

 
Pk ! F = "fki#

i

q
$         (24) 

Finally, when inducing each one of IRs Φi into G we 
obtain: 

  
!i " G = ##fiq

q
$ %q           (25) 

According to the transitivity of induction theorem the 
frequencies in (23), (24) and (25) are connected by the 
relation: 

 
fkq = !fki

i
" !!fiq          (26) 

If frequencies  !fki  and 
 
!!fiq  do not exceed unity, 

every repeating IR acquires unique additional quantum 
number - index of IR of intermediate subgroup. This 
index becomes a good quantum number if the 
intermediate group is physically meaningful.  

Two-electron basis set at general point in one-electron 
Brillouin zone is shown in Figure 1. Singlet and triplet 
basis functions are constructed according to formulae 
(1) and (2) respectively. Since the space inversion is 
included in basis functions, their number is the half of 
the number of vectors in a star of k-vector. In Figure 
1a)  ! 1  corresponds to a general k1-point and in Figure 

1b)  ! 1  corresponds to a k-vector on the plane of 
symmetry and the number of function is two times less. 
However, in the latter case each basis function has 
intrinsic quantum number – the label of Cs group. Other 
basis functions are obtained by the action of symmetry 
elements on the  ! 1 . Following Kovalev [12] notations 

for cubic group are used:   h4 = C2z ,   h14 = C4z ,   h15 = C4z
3 , 

  h26 =! x , 
  
h27 =! y ,

  
h37 =! " xy  and 

  
h40 =! xy . In this 

notations  h1  are   h25  are an indentity element and a 
space inversion. For the element with number equal or 
less 24 multiplications by   h25  results in adding 24 and 
for the elements with numbers larger 24 and less 48 

 
Figure 1: Two-electron basis set for D4h group: a) general k-point and b) k at the vertical coordinate plane. The basis functions 
are defined in formulae (1) and (2) for singlet and triplet cases respectively. Note, that all vectors have some nonzero projection 
on z-axis, which is the same for all vectors. 
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multiplications by   h25  results in subtraction 24. Making 
use of these rules the parity of basis functions is 
immediately verified: 

  

h25! 27
t = h25 "27 (r1)"3(r2 )#"27 (r2 )"3(r1)( ) =

"3(r1)"27 (r2 )#"3(r2 )"27 (r1)( ) =! 3
t = #! 27

t
      (27) 

It is clear from formula (27) that the action of space 
inversion on triplet two-electron function may be 
represented by subtracting (adding) 24 from its number 
or multiplying by -1.  

Functions belonging to IRs of point group D4h are 
easily obtained making standard projection operator 
technique [33] and the results are presented in Table 3. 

Going over to the vertical planes of symmetry we 
see from Figure 1 b) that the number of basis functions 
is two times less. When going to the plane [010] there 
are two possibilities: functions   ! 1

t  and   ! 27
t  in linear 

combination belonging to any IR can merge or cancel. 
The first case corresponds to nodeless structure and 
the second to node on the plane of symmetry. Thus if 
the action of plane reflection operator doesn’t change 
the coefficients of   ! 1

t  and   ! 27
t  in linear combination, 

there are no nodes on the plane [010]. If the signs in 
linear combinations are changed, there is a node on 
this plane. This property of the spinless wavefunctions 
of Table 3 is immediately verified making use of group 
multiplication rules presented in [12] and relation (27). 
One directly obtains nodal structure of one dimensional 
functions, which coincides with nodal structure, 
obtained in Table 2 group-theoretically.  

For two dimensional IR Eu there are different 
possibilities. When projecting on IR Eu in standard (x,y) 
basis, the function of the first row is nodal at [100] 
plane and the second function is nodal on the [010] 
plane. It follows from above considerations that at 
general k-point Eu appears twice in decomposition of 
the whole basis and at vertical coordinate planes Eu 
appears ones. The technique of intermediate 
subgroups and additional quantum numbers makes 
possible to construct nodeless and nodal on these 
planes basis sets as follows. In our case the 
intermediate group is the pair symmetry group C2h on 
one of the vertical coordinate planes. It is seen from 
Table 1, that the symmetry of triplet pair function on the 
plane is Bu. Hence it follows than if the basis function of 
any IR transforms as Bu at the plane, it is nodeless at 
this plane. On the other hand, if the function transforms 
as Au it is nodal. We project firstly on IRs Au or Bu of 
symmetry group of the plane [010]. The first basis is 
nodal on the plane and the second is nodeless. Further 
induction results in nodal and nodeless functions 
respectively on the plane [100] also. In the case of IR 

Eu three types of basis functions are presented.  Eu
!  

corresponds to standard (x,y) basis and nodes of the 
first and second rows are on different coordinate 
planes. The  Eu

! basis has nodes on vertical coordinate 

planes and basis functions  Eu
!  are nodeless on vertical 

coordinate planes. Nodal and nodeless functions for 
diagonal vertical planes may be obtained by similar 
way and are not shown in the Table 3. 

Table 3: Spatial Parts of Triplet Wave Functions for D4h 
Group. Basis Function  ! 1  Corresponds to 
Arbitrary Wave Vector k1 in a Brillouin Zone in 
one-Electron Space and is Built According to 
Formula (2) (Superscript t is Dropped). Other 
Basis Functions are Obtained by the Action of 
Half of the Elements of Group D4h on the First 
One. (See Figure 1 a) 

IR  Wavefunction Nodes 

A1u  ! 1 +! 4 +! 14 +! 15 "! 26 "! 27 "! 37 "! 40  all planes 

A2u  ! 1 +! 4 +! 14 +! 15 +! 26 +! 27 +! 37 +! 40  [001] 

B1u   ! 1 +! 4 "! 14 "! 15 "! 26 "! 27 +! 37 +! 40  [100],[010] 

B2u  ! 1 +! 4 "! 14 "! 15 +! 26 +! 27 "! 37 "! 40  [110],[-110] 

 Eu
!  

 

! 1 +! 27 "! 4 "! 26

! 14 +! 37 "! 15 "! 40

 
[100] 
[010] 

 Eu
!  

 

! 1 "! 27 +! 4 "! 26

! 14 "! 37 +! 15 "! 40

 
[100] [010] 
[100] [010] 

 Eu
!  

 

! 1 +! 27 +! 4 +! 26

! 14 +! 37 +! 15 +! 40

 
No nodes 
No nodes 

 
Standard projection operator techniques [33] makes 

possible to construct triplet functions with spin by 
similar way. When starting with three basis functions 

  x̂! 1 ,   ŷ! 1  and   ẑ! 1 , and projecting on the rows of odd 
IRs one easily obtains the examples presented in Table 
4. Nodal structure for one-dimensional IRs can be 
estimated making use of Table 2. Note that   x̂! 1  and 

  ŷ! 1  functions correspond to ESP case and   ẑ! 1  OSP 
case and that operators of groups D4h and D6h don’t 
mix OSP and ESP states. Nodal structure of two-
dimensional IRs is also not uniquely defined by the 
label of IR of the whole group.  

The difference between the functions of Table 4 and 
model functions of formulae (3)- (7) (see also Refs. [6-
9]) should be particularly emphasized. In a model 
representation of formulae (3)-(7) the k- vector in 
continuous space is defined by three-dimensional 
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vector (kx,ky,kz) and the nodal structure is represented 
by constructing different polynomial functions of these 
components. In a space-group approach the vector k1 
is defined in a basis domain of a Brillouin zone [13] and 
the other components of basis set shown in Figure 1, 
are obtained by the action of left coset representatives 
in the decomposition of G with respect   

!M! on k1. (For 

k1 inside the Brillouin zone   
!M! = H + IH .) The nodes 

of SOP appear when vector k1 is reaching symmetry 
points and directions in actual Brillouin zone. 

 

 

Figure 2: Brillouin zone for the D6h group. 

Recent experiment on UPt3 resulted that polar Kerr 
effect appears only below the lower of the two zero-
field superconducting transition temperatures. These 
results provide evidence for broken time-reversal 
symmetry in the low-temperature superconducting 

phase of UPt3, implying a complex two-component 
order parameter for superconductivity in this system 
[34]. Small angle neutron scattering measurements 
indicate a linear temperature dependence of the 
London penetration depth - characteristic of nodal 
structure of the order parameter. Theoretical analysis 
of this work is consistent with odd parity chiral states 
[35]. Hence it follows that even IRs should be 
discarded from the consideration. Experimental data on 
UPt3 can be viewed as line of nodes in basal plane and 
point node in ΓA direction [21].  

Table 5 shows group theoretical analysis on the 
planes and lines of symmetry in D6h symmetry group 
for odd IRs. Starting with spinless case we see that IR 
E2u is absent on basal plane. IR E2u is also absent in 
ΓA direction if one-electron states belong to one-
dimensional IR of wave vector group C6v. One the 
hand, if one-electron states belong to two-dimensional 
IR E1(or E2) in ΓA direction, the antisymmetrizеd 
square contains IR E2u. Hence it follows that in vertical 
direction the node of IR E2u depends on intrinsic 
quantum number – the label of one-electron IR. It 
should be noted, that in this case possible 
wavefunctions of triplet pairs include even IR. In OSP 
case IR E1u possess the same nodal structure and may 
be a candidate for SOP symmetry. The B1u+B2u model 
was also proposed for UPt3 [36]. It is seen from Table 
5, that in ESP case IRs B1u and B2u have line nodes in 
basal plane and in vertical direction if one-electron 
states belong to one-dimensional small IRs.  

CONCLUSION  

Eugene Wigner wrote: I do not believe that the 
subject of the reduction of direct products of 
representations has been exhausted [37]. The results 
of the present work on the reduction of Kronecker 
squares of one-electron wavefunctions in solids based 
on Mackey theorem support his assertion. It is shown 
that the part of this Kronecker square corresponding to 
double coset, defined by space inversion, can be 
related to Cooper pairs. The analysis of symmetrized 
and antisymmetrized squares resulted in two essential 
features of Cooper pair wavefunction at general point 
and at symmetry planes and directions of a Brillouin 
zone (one-electron). For k a general point the number 
of appearance of any IR in total basis decomposition 
equals to its dimension. To classify basis functions of 
repeating IRs additional quantum numbers, i.e. labels 
of IRs of intermediate group are proposed. When 
choosing the planes of symmetry for intermediate 
group, the intermediate quantum numbers for nodal 
and nodeless wavefunctons are obtained for two-
dimensional IRs. The intrinsic quantum number of a 

Table 4: Some Examples of Total Triplet Wavefunctions 
of Cooper Pairs for D4h Symmetry.   x̂,  ŷ  And   ẑ  
Stand for the Three Components of Triplet 
spin. For Definition of Spatial Parts See 
Heading of Table 3 and Figure 1a) 

IR Wavefunctions 

B2u       ẑ! 1 + ẑ! 4 " ẑ! 14 " ẑ! 15 " ẑ! 26 " ẑ! 27 + ẑ! 37 + ẑ! 40  

B2u        ŷ! 1 " ŷ! 4 " x̂! 14 + x̂! 15 + ŷ! 26 " ŷ! 27 " x̂! 37 + x̂! 40  

B2u        x̂! 1 " x̂! 4 + ŷ! 14 " ŷ! 15 + x̂! 26 " x̂! 27 + ŷ! 37 " ŷ! 40  

 Eu
!  

  

ẑ ! 1 +! 27 +! 4 +! 26( )
ẑ ! 14 +! 37 +! 15 +! 40( )

 

 Eu
!  

  

x̂! 1 + x̂! 27 " x̂! 4 " x̂! 26

" ŷ! 14 + ŷ! 37 + ŷ! 15 " ŷ! 40
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Cooper pair, i.e. the label of small IR of the wave vector 
group, appears at the planes of symmetry. This 
quantum number is useful to label repeating IRs of the 
whole group appearing on the planes and lines of 
symmetry. It is also obtained that the direct connection 
between multiplicity and parity of a Cooper pair 
wavefunction [6-9] is violated for two-dimensional IRs 
in one-electron space. The examples of applications of 
the obtained tables of antisymmetrized Kronecker 
squares to the interpretation of experimental data on 
Sr2RuO4 and UPt3 are presented. 
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